We present the results from the third shared task on multimodal machine translation. In this task a source sentence in English is supplemented by an image and participating systems are required to generate a translation for such a sentence into German, French or Czech. The image can be used in addition to (or instead of) the source sentence. This year the task was extended with a third target language (Czech) and a new test set. In addition, a variant of this task was introduced with its own test set where the source sentence is given in multiple languages: English, French and German, and participating systems are required to generate a translation in Czech. Seven teams submitted 45 different systems to the two variants of the task. Compared to last year, the performance of the multimodal submissions improved, but text-only systems remain competitive.
Introduction
The Shared Task on Multimodal Machine Translation tackles the problem of generating a description of an image in a target language using the image itself and its English description. This task can be addressed as either a pure translation task from the source English descriptions (ignoring the corresponding image), or as a multimodal translation task where the translation process is guided by the image in addition to the source description.
Initial results in this area showed the potential for visual context to improve translation quality (Elliott et al., 2015; Hitschler et al., 2016) . This was followed by a wide range of work in the first two editions of this shared task at the WMT in 2016 and 2017 .
This year we challenged participants to target the task of multimodal translation, with two variants:
• Task 1: Multimodal translation takes an image with a source language description that is then translated into a target language. The training data consists of source-target parallel sentences and their corresponding images.
• Task 1b: Multisource multimodal translation takes an image with a description in three source languages that is then translated into a target language. The training data consists of source-target parallel data and their corresponding images, but where the source sentences are presented in three different languages, all parallel.
Task 1 is identical to previous editions of the shared task, however, it now includes an additional Czech target language. Therefore, participants can submit translations to any of the following languages: German, French and Czech. This extension means the Multi30K dataset ) is now 5-way aligned, with images described in English, which are translated into German, French and Czech. 1 Task 1b is similar to Task 1; the main difference is that multiple source languages can be used (simultaneously) and Czech is the only target language.
We introduce two new evaluation sets that extend the existing Multi30K dataset: a set of 1071 English sentences and their corresponding images and translations for Task 1, and 1,000 translations for the 2017 test set into Czech for Task 1b.
Another new feature of this year's shared task is the introduction of a new evaluation metric: Lexical Translation Accuracy (LTA), which measures the accuracy of a system at translating correctly a subset of ambiguous source language words.
Participants could submit both constrained (shared task data only) and unconstrained (any data) systems for both tasks, with a limit of two systems per task variant and language pair per team.
Datasets
The Multi30K dataset is the primary resource for the shared task. It contains 31K images originally described in English (Young et al., 2014) with two types of multilingual data: a collection of professionally translated German sentences, and a collection of independently crowdsourced German descriptions.
Over the two last years, we have extended the Multi30K dataset with 2,071 new images and two additional languages for the translation task: French and Czech. Table 1 presents an overview of the new evaluation datasets. Figure 1 shows an example of an image with an aligned EnglishGerman-French-Czech description.
This year we also released a new version of the evaluation datasets featuring a subset of sentences that contain ambiguous source language words, which may have different senses in the target language. We expect that these ambiguous words could benefit from additional visual context.
In addition to releasing the parallel text, we also distributed two types of visual features extracted from a pre-trained ResNet-50 object recognition model (He et al., 2016) for all of the images, namely the 'res4 relu' convolutional features (which preserve the spatial location of a feature in the original image) and averaged pooled features.
Multi30K Czech Translations
This year the Multi30K dataset was extended with translations of the image descriptions into Czech. The translations were produced by 15 workers (university and high school students and teachers, all with a good command of English) at the cost of EUR 3,500. The translators used the same platform that was used to collect the French translations for the Multi30K dataset. The Czech translators had access to the source segment in English and the image only (no automatic translation into Czech was presented). The translated segments were automatically checked for mismatching punctuation, spelling errors (using aspell), inadequately short and long sentences, and non-standard charac- ters. The segments containing errors were manually checked and fixed if needed. In total, 5,255 translated segments (16%) were corrected. After the manual correction, 1% of the segments were sampled and manually annotated for translation quality. This annotation task was performed by three annotators (and every segment was annotated by two different people to measure annotation agreement). We found that 94% of the segments did not contain any spelling errors, 96% of the segments fully preserved the meaning, and 75% of translations were annotated as fluent Czech. The remaining 25% contained some stylistic problems (usually inappropriate lexical choice and/or word order adopted from the English source segment). However, the annotation agreement for stylistic problems was substantially lower compared to other categories due to the subjectivity of deciding on the best style for a translation.
Test 2018 dataset
As our new evaluation data for Task 1, we collected German, French and Czech translations for the test set used in the 2017 edition of the Multilingual Image Description Generation task, which only contained English descriptions. This test set contains images from five of the six Flickr groups used to create the original Flickr30K dataset 2 . We Training set Development set Test set 2018 - Task 1 Test set 2018 -Task 1b   Instances  29,000  1,014  1071 1,000 ), as described above. The new evaluation data for Task 1b consists of Czech translations, which we collected following the procedure described above. Table 2 shows the distribution of images across the groups and tasks. We initially downloaded 2,000 images per Flickr group, which were then manually filtered by three of the authors. The filtering was done to remove (near) duplicate images, clearly watermarked images, and images with dubious content. This process resulted in a total of 2,071 images, 1,000 were used for Task 1 and 1,071 for Task 1b.
Dataset for LTA
In this year's task we also evaluate systems using Lexical Translation Accuracy (LTA) . LTA measures how accurately a system translates a subset of ambiguous words found in the Multi30K corpus. To measure this accuracy, we extract a subset of triplets form the Multi30K dataset in the form (i, aw, clt) where i is the index representing an instance in the test set, aw is an ambiguous word in English found in that instance i, and clt is the set of correct lexical translations of aw in the target language that conform to the context i. A word is said to be ambiguous in the source language if it has multiple translations (as given in the Multi30K corpus) with different meanings. We prepared the evaluation dataset following the procedure described in , with some additional steps. First, the parallel text in the Multi30K training and the validation sets are decompounded with SECOS (Riedl and Biemann, 2016) (for German only) and lemmatised 3 . Second, we perform automatic word alignment using fast align (Dyer et al., 2013) to identify the English words that are aligned to two or more different words in the target language. This step results in a dictionary of {key : val} pairs, where key is a potentially ambiguous English word, and val is the set of words in the target language that align to key. This dictionary is then filtered by humans, students of translation studies who are fluent in both the source and target languages, to remove incorrect/noisy alignments and unambiguous instances, resulting in a cleaned dictionary containing {aw : lt} pairs, where aw is an ambiguous English word, and lt is the set of lexical translations of aw in the corpus. For English-Czech, we were unable to perform this 'human filtering' step, and so we use the unfiltered, noisy dictionary. Table 3 shows summary statistics about number of ambiguous words and the total number of their instances in the training and validation sets.
Given a dictionary, we identify instances i in the test sets 4 which contain an ambiguous word aw from the dictionary, resulting in triplets of the form (i, aw, lt Figure 2 , hat is an ambiguous word aw and {kappe, mütze, hüten, kopf, kopfbedeckung, kopfbedeckungen, hut, helm, hüte, helmen, mützen} is the set of its lexical translations lt. The human annotator looked at both the image and its description and then selected the following subset {kappe, mütze, mützen} as the correct lexical translations clt that conform to the context of the test instance in Figure 2 . We also asked annotators to expand the clt set with other synonyms outside the lt set that satisfy the context if they can. The number of ambiguous words and instances for each language pair in the resulting dataset for the test instances is given in Table 4 . For English-Czech, while the first human filtering step (dictionary filtering) was not performed, the second human filtering step (test set filtering) was done. We note that this cleaning done by the Czech-English annotators was very selective, most likely due to the noisier nature of the initial annotations from the unfiltered dictionary. Given a human filtered dictionary, the LTA evaluation is straight forward: for each MT system submission, we check if any word in clt is found in the translation of the submission's i th instance.The preprocessing steps may result in mismatches due to sub-optimal handling of morphological variants, but we do not expect this to be a rare event because the dictionaries, gold standard text, and system submissions are pre-processed using the same tools.
Participants
This year we attracted submissions from seven groups. Table 5 and their submission identifiers.
AFRL-OHIO-STATE (Task 1)
The AFRL-OHIO-STATE team builds on their previous year Visual Machine Translation (VMT) submission by combining it with text-only translation models. Two types of models were submitted: AFRL-OHIO-STATE 1 2IMPROVE U is a system combination of the VMT system and an instantiation of a Marian NMT model (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) , and AFRL-OHIO-STATE 1 4COMBO U is a systems combination of the VMT system along with instantiations of Marian, OpenNMT, and Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) .
The CUNI submissions use two architectures based on the self-attentive Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) . For German and Czech, a language model is used to extract pseudo-in- (Gwinnup et al., 2018) CUNI Univerzita Karlova v Praze (Helcl et al., 2018) LIUMCVC Laboratoire d'Informatique de l'Université du Maine & Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona Computer Vision Center (Caglayan et al., 2018) MeMAD Aalto University, Helsinki University & EURECOM (Grönroos et al., 2018) OSU-BAIDU Oregon State University & Baidu Research (Zheng et al., 2018) SHEF University of Sheffield UMONS Université de Mons (Delbrouck and Dupont, 2018) domain data from all available parallel corpora and mix it with the original Multi30k data and the EU Bookshop corpus. At inference time, both submitted models use only the text input. The first model was trained using the parallel data only. The second model is a reimplementation of the Imagination model (Elliott and Kádár, 2017) adapted to the Transformer architecture. During training, the model uses the encoder states to predict the image representation. This allows using additional English-only captions from the MSCOCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) .
LIUMCVC proposes a refined version of their multimodal attention model (Caglayan et al., 2016) , where source-side information from the textual encoder (i.e. last hidden state of the bidirectional gated recurrent units (GRU)) is now used to filter the convolutional feature maps before the actual decoder-side multimodal attention is computed. The authors also experiment with the impact of L 2 normalisation and input image size for convolutional feature extraction process and found that multimodal attention without L 2 normalisation performs significantly worse than baseline NMT.
MeMAD (Task 1)
The MeMAD team adapts the Transformer neural machine translation architecture to a multimodal setting. They use global image features extracted from Detectron (Girshick et al., 2018) , a pre-trained object detection and localisation neural network, and two additional training corpora: MS-COCO (Lin et al., 2014) (an English multimodal dataset, which they extend with synthetic multilingual data) and OpenSubtitles (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) (a multilingual, text-only dataset). Their experiments show that the effect of the visual features in the system is small; the largest differences in quality amongst the systems tested is attributed to the quality of the underlying text-only neural MT system.
OSU-BAIDU (Tasks 1 and 1b)
For Task 1, the OREGONSTATE system ensembles models including some neural machine translation models which only consider text information and multimodal machine translation models which also consider image information. Both types of models use global attention mechanism to align source to target words. For the multimodal model, 1024 dimensional vectors are extracted as image information from a ResNet-101 convolutional neural network and these are used to initialize the decoder. The models are trained using scheduled sampling and reinforcement learning (Rennie et al., 2017) to further improve performance.
For Task 1b, for each language in the multisource inputs, single-source models are trained using the same architecture as in Task 1. The resulting models are ensembled with different combinations. The final submissions only ensemble models trained from English-to-Czech pair, which outperforms other combinations on the development set.
SHEF (Tasks 1 and 1b)
For Task 1, SHEF adopts a two-step pipeline approach. In the first (base) step -submitted as a baseline system -they use an ensemble of standard attentive text-only neural machine translation models built using the NMTPY toolkit (Caglayan et al., 2017) to produce 10-best high quality trans-lation candidates. In the second (re-ranking) step, the 10-best candidates are re-ranked using word sense disambiguation (WSD) approaches: (i) most frequency sense (MFS), (ii) lexical translation (LT) and, (iii) multimodal lexical translation (MLT). Models (i) and (ii) are baselines, whilst MLT is a novel multimodal cross-lingual WSD model. The main idea is to have the cross-lingual WSD model select the translation candidate which correctly disambiguates ambiguous words in the source sentence and the intuition is that the image could help in the disambiguation process. The re-ranking cross-lingual WSD models are based on neural sequence learning models for WSD (Raganato et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2016 ) trained on the Multimodal Lexical Translation Dataset . More specifically, they train LSTMs as taggers to disambiguate/translate every word in the source sentence.
For Task 1b, the SHEF team explores three approaches. The first approach takes the concatenation of the 10-best translation candidates of German-Czech, French-Czech and English-Czech neural MT systems and then re-ranks them using the same multimodal cross-lingual WSD model as in Task 1. The second approach explores consensus between the different 10-best lists. The best hypothesis is selected according to the number of times it appears in the different n-bests. The highest ranked hypothesis with the majority votes is selected. The third approach uses data augmentation: extra source (Czech) data is generated by building systems that translate from German into English and French into English. An English-Czech neural machine translation system is then built and the 10-best list is generated. For re-ranking, classifiers are trained to predict binary scores derived from Meteor for each hypothesis in the 10-best list using word embeddings and image features.
UMONS (Task 1)
The UMONS submission uses as baseline a conditional GRU decoder. The architecture is enhanced with another GRU that receives as input the global visual features provided by the task (i.e. 2048-dimensional ResNet pool5 features) as well as the hidden state of the second GRU. Each GRU disposes of 256 computational units. All non-linear transformations in the decoder (apart from the textual attention module) use gated hyperbolic tangent activations. Both visual and textual representation are separately projected onto a vocabulary-sized space. At every timestep, the decoder ends up with two modality-dependent probability distributions over the target tokens, eventually merged with an element-wise addition.
Baseline (Tasks 1 and 1b) The baseline system for both tasks is a text-only neural machine translation system built with the NMTPY (Caglayan et al., 2017) following a standard attentive approach (Bahdanau et al., 2015) with a conditional GRU decoder. The baseline was trained using the Adam optimizer, with a learning rate of 5e −5 and a batch size of 64. The input embedding dimensionality was set to 128 and the remainder of the hyperparameters were kept as default. Bite-pair encoding with 10,000 merge operations was used for all language pairs. For Task 1b, only the English-Czech portion of the training corpus is used.
Automatic Metric Results
The submissions were evaluated against either professional or crowd-sourced references. All submissions and references were pre-processed to lowercase, normalise punctuation, and tokenise the sentences using the Moses scripts. 5 The evaluation was performed using MultEval (Clark et al., 2011) with the primary metric of Meteor 1.5 (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) . We also report the results using BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and TER (Snover et al., 2006) metrics. The winning submissions are indicated by •. These are the topscoring submissions and those that are not significantly different (based on Meteor scores) according the approximate randomisation test (with p-value ≤ 0.05) provided by MultEval. Submissions marked with * are not significantly different from the Baseline according to the same test. Table 6 shows the results on the Test 2018 dataset with a German target language. The first observation is that the best-performing system, MeMAD 1 FLICKR DE MeMAD-OpenNMTmmod U, is substantially better than other systems, although it uses unconstrained data. The MeMAD team did not submit a constrained or monomodal submission, so we cannot conclude whether this improvement comes from the use of multimodal data or from the additional parallel data. However, as mentioned in Section 3, the authors themselves state that the gains mainly come from the additional parallel text data in the monomodal system. The vast majority of systems beat the strong text-only Baseline by a considerable margin. For other teams submitting monomodal and multimodal versions of their systems (e.g. CUNI and LIUMCVC), there does not seem to be a marked difference in automatic metric scores.
Task 1: English → German
We can also observe that the ambiguous word evaluations (LTA) does not lead to the same system ranking as the automatic metrics. While this could stem mainly from the fact that the LTA evaluation is only performed on a small subset of the test cases, we consider that these two automatic evaluations are complementary. General translation quality is measured with the standard metrics (BLEU, METEOR and TER), while the LTA evaluations captures the ability of the system to model complex words which, in many cases, could require the use of the image input to disambiguate them. Table 7 shows the results for the Test 2018 dataset with French as target language. Once again, the MeMAD 1 FLICKR FR MeMAD-OpenNMTmmod U system performs significantly better than the other systems. 6 For teams submitting monomodal and multimodal versions of their systems (e.g. CUNI and LIUMCVC), there does not seem to be a marked difference in automatic metric scores. Another interesting observation is that in this case the clearly superior performance of the MeMAD 1 FLICKR FR MeMAD-OpenNMTmmod U system also shows in the LTA evaluation.
Task 1: English → French
All submissions significantly outperformed the English→French baseline system. For this language pair, the evaluation metrics are in better agreement about the ranking of the submissions, however, the LTA metric is once again less correlated.
Task 1: English → Czech
The Czech language is a new addition to the 2018 evaluation campaign. Table 8 shows the results for the Test 2018 dataset with Czech as target language. A smaller number of teams have submitted systems for this language pair. This is a more complex language pair as demonstrated 6 We note that their original submission had tokenisation issues, which were fixed by the task organisers.
by the lower automatic scores obtained by the systems. The best results are obtained by the CUNI 1 FLICKR CS NeuralMonkeyImagination U system, under the unconstrained conditions.
The constrained systems all perform similarly to each other, and all except CUNI 1 FLICKR CS NeuralMonkeyTextual U are significantly better than the baseline system. Interestingly, for the OSU-BD submissions, LTA seems to disagree significantly with the other metrics. More analysis is necessary to understand why this is the case.
Task 1b: Multisource English, German, French → Czech
Multisource multimodal translation is a new task this year. This task invites participants to use multiple source language inputs, as well as the image, in order to generate Czech translations. Only a few systems have been submitted compared to the other tasks. The results for the Test 2018 dataset are presented in Table 9 . We observe that all teams outperformed the text-only baseline, even though in some cases the difference is not significant. No teams used unconstrained data in their submissions. Again, the LTA results do not follow those of the automatic metrics, particularly for the two top submissions: LTA scores differ by a large margin, while all other metric scores are the same or very similar. This could however result from the very small number of samples available for LTA evaluation for this task: only 52 test instances. Differences in the translation of a very few number of instances can therefore result in considerably differences in LTA scores.
Human Judgment Results
In addition to the automatic metrics evaluation, we conducted human evaluation to assess the translation quality of the submissions. This evaluation was undertaken for the Task 1 German, French and Czech outputs as well as for the Task 1b Czech outputs for the Test 2018 dataset. This section describes how we collected the human assessments and computed the results. We are grateful to all of the assessors for their contributions.
Methodology
The system outputs indicated as the primary submission were manually evaluated by bilingual Direct Assessment (DA) (Graham et al., 2015) using the Appraise platform (Federmann, 2012) . The annotators (mostly researchers) were asked to evaluate the semantic relatedness between the source sentence in English and the target sentence in German, French or Czech. For the Multisource Task (1b), only the English source is presented. For the evaluation task, the image was shown along with the source sentence and the candidate translation.
Evaluators were ask to rely on the image when necessary to obtain a better understanding of the source sentence (e.g. in cases where the text was ambiguous). Note that the reference sentence is not displayed during the evaluation to avoid influencing the assessment. Instead, as a control experiment to estimate the quality of the reference sentences (and test the quality of the annotations), we included the references as hypotheses for human evaluation. Figure 3 shows an example of the direct assessment interface used in the evaluation. The score of each translation candidate ranges from 0 (the meaning of the source is not preserved in the target language sentence) to 100 (the meaning of the source is "perfectly" preserved). The overall score of a given system (z) corresponds to the mean standardised score of its translations.
Results
For Task 1 English-German translation, we collected 3,422 DAs, resulting in a minimum of 300 and a maximum of 324 direct assessments per system submission, respectively. We collected 2,938 DAs for the English-French translations. This results in a minimum of 280 and a maximum of 307 direct assessments per system submission, respectively. We collected 8,096 DAs for the Task 1 English-Czech translation, representing a minimum of 1,330 and a maximum of 1,370 direct assessments per system submission. For Task 1b English,German,French→Czech translation, we collected 6,827 direct assessments. The least evaluated system received 1,345 assessments, while the most evaluated system received 1,386 direct assessments. Tables 10, 11 , 12 and 13 show the results of the human evaluation for the English to German, English to French and English to Czech Multimodal Translation task (Test 2018 dataset) as well as the Multisource Translation task. The systems are ordered by standardised mean DA scores and clustered according to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at p-level p ≤ 0.05. Systems within a cluster are con- We can observe that METEOR scores are well correlated with the human evaluation.
Discussion
As mentioned in Section 5, we included the reference sentences in the DA evaluation as if they were candidate translations generated by a system. The first observation is that for all language pairs and all tasks, the references (see gold * in Tables 10,  11 , 12 and 13) are significantly better than all automatic systems with average raw scores above 90%. This does not only validates the references but also the DA evaluation process.
For the first time in the MMT evaluation campaign series, using additional (unconstrained) data resulted in some significant improvement both in terms of automatic score and human evaluation. The biggest improvements come from the unconstrained MeMAD system (for the EnglishGerman and English-French), which achieves large improvements in Meteor score compared to the second best system. This is also the case in terms of human evaluation. For English-German, for example, the average raw DA score (87.2, see second column of Table 14 ). Systems using unconstrained data are identified with a gray background. Table 15 ). Systems using unconstrained data are identified with a gray background. Table 16 ). Systems using unconstrained data are identified with a gray background. Table 17 ). System performance on the English,German,French→Czech Test 2018 dataset as measured by human evaluation against Meteor scores. ture (as opposed to recurrent neural networks) combined with global image feature that are different from the ResNet features made available by the task organisers. However, according to the authors it seems that most of the improvements come from the additional parallel data.
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Many teams proposed a combination of several systems. This is the case for AFRL-OHIO-STATE, LIUMCVC, OSU-BAIDU and SHEF teams. LI-UMCVC also submitted a non-ensembled version of each system. Their conclusion is that ensembling multiple systems benefit monomodal and multimodal systems.
Lexical Translation Accuracy LTA was a new evaluation for this campaign. Unlike other automatic metrics, LTA only evaluates a specific aspect of translation quality, namely lexical disambiguation. One of the motivations for multimodality in machine translation is that the visual features could help to disambiguate ambiguous words (Elliott et al., 2015; Hitschler et al., 2016) . Our aims in introducing the LTA metric was to directly evaluate the disambiguation performance of participating systems.
The LTA columns in Tables 6, 7 , 8, and 9 show some interesting trends. First, for teams submitting text-only and multimodal variants of models, the multimodal versions seem to perform better at LTA compared to their text-only counterparts (e.g. CUNI's systems). This trend is not visible using the Meteor, BLEU, or TER metrics. Second, the SHEF systems that were built precisely to perform cross-lingual LTA-style WSD perform well on this metric but they are not always the best-performing system on this metric.
Multisource multimodal translation Only two teams participated in this task. The automatic results are presented in Table 9 , the human evaluation results are presented in Table 13 and the comparison between automatic and human evaluation results are shown in Figure 6 . Although many direct assessments have been collected for this task, it was not possible to separate the systems into different clusters. We can see that there is still a large margin between the performance of the systems and the human gold reference, but this was also the case for the English-Czech language pair in Task 1.
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We presented the results of the third shared task on multimodal translation. The shared task attracted submissions from seven groups, who submitted a total of 45 systems across the two proposed tasks. The Multimodal Translation task attracted the majority of the submissions, with fewer groups attempting multisource multimodal translation.
The main findings of the shared task are:
(i) Additional data can greatly improve the results as demonstrated by the winning unconstrained systems.
(ii) Almost all systems achieved better results compared to the baseline text-only translation system. Various text and visual integration schemes have been proposed, leading to only slight changes in the automatic and human evaluation results.
(iii) Automatic metrics and human evaluation provided similar results. However, it is difficult to evaluate the impact of the multimodality. In the future, submission of monomodal equivalent of the systems will be encouraged in order to better emphasize the effect of using the visual inputs.
We are considering to change the data in favor of a more ambiguous task where all modalities should be used in order to generate the output. A possibility would be to re-use the list of ambiguous words extracted for LTA computation and select the image/sentence pairs containing one or more of those words. English → German Wilcoxon signed-rank test at p-level p ≤ 0.05. '-' means that the value is higher than 0.05. English,French,German → Czech Wilcoxon signed-rank test at p-level p ≤ 0.05. '-' means that the value is higher than 0.05.
A Significance tests

